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About This Game

Pester was released on Xbox live indies back in early 2013 and was Flump Studios first game developed for public release.
A remake of one of my early C64 games, Pester is a very fast paced and busy vertical shooter.

Graphically remastered with new sprite work from Dylan Barry and a thumping soundtrack from Matt Macfarland.

Intense old school action

Tate support

Customisable play options, over 100 combinations of play

Remastered sprite work from Dylan Barry

Thumping soundtrack from Matt Macfarland
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Title: Pester
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Flump Studios
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.2 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 1.1 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows Media player must be installed

English
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Kill them ALL!! (The Last Standalone is better than the full version). Love this Game, Could of got it for free but i paid for it
and gave my free key away because i think the Devs deserve the cash for all the hard work.
I love streaming this whenever i do everyone always asks what game it is because its so much fun.
The choice of weapons, the humor which is so typically British and the details that have gone into making this are all top notch.
I love it i think you will too.
. You should only get this in nice bundle with big discount... It's just some new flesh to be shoot.... This is a decent piece of
DLC and Worth picking up for the Class 47 and Mk2's. The HST is an added bonus but you can download a branding patch for
the Virgin livery included in the AP Valenta enhancement pack from TrainSimDesigns which is way better IMO. nice game.
Well-written. Has some nice references a rock fan will appreciate. I was playing as Pink Floyd type band, but I believe, you can
have a punk, grunge and metal band.
There are some plot lines going nowhere and GUI is not getting better from game to game, but I still like Choice of ... series
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i don't write reviews often. but i have yet to play a single game because nobody is online.

but the UI doesn't seem broken...

the chat seems to be okay.

but sadly i waited well over two hours trying to get into a game.

All i can say is I can't recommend a game that can't be played. and this game isn't playable without other people.
If you have a group of four or more friends then go for it. otherwise move on. I have seen no community whatsoever to play the
game with.. This one has the same concept and dynamics as the prevous version. Move a ball to a specific platform and hit next.

The need of hitting the next button (using the mouse) is quite annoying - this could be improved making "space" or any other
key be the trigger. However, I have pretty much the same review:

- Wrong hitboxes
- Bad controls
- Not difficult
- Annoying dynamics. fav song good song. This player cannot play legally-owned store-bought blu-ray discs.. A Robot Named
Fight! has taken me by surprise, and I'm absolutely loving everything about it.
Metroidvania, procedural level generation, lots of nods and references to it's inspirations, and a fantastic artistic direction, this
game has it made.. Good paintjobs. This is a game with lots of potential but it kinda feels abandoned towards the end.
It starts up nice, lots of customization and room for you to play with the upgrades while balancing with the difficulty you wanna
attempt (some of the difficulties dont make sense though, and as other parts of the game it seems they lack testing and a dev
design to actually support it and it shows, painfully towards survival mode)

Thing is, while all is good and fun, towards the end and particularly in survival mode, things start to break down, the game is
unable to process all whats happening and the fps take a fall for the worse in high end pcs for actually graphic intensive games.
The worst part is, all that freedom to customize and build your ship becomes a painfully frustrating race towards maxing dps and
grinding constantly to get a weapon that outclasses in damage to try and kill enemies in the lowes difficulty since you can no
longer keep up and your dps falls behind more and more, which doesnt even make sense.
Its highly likely that this wasnt even tested

Its sad since i really enjoyed the game while starting up the campaign.
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